Date 23/2/15
Venue-Chinese Garden restaurant, Gympie Road, Kedron
Hares-Snappy Tom, Hoof.
A large group of hash Chinese food lovers gathered at the rear carpark of another of Snappy's relatives restaurants. It
was obvious that the food would be cheap as their power bill was heavily subsidized by the next door property-a wire
had been connected from a humungous neon sign next door to the restaurants power supply-so when the dimsims were
fryin, they were reallly fryin!!!! From about 40000 volts!!!!!
Fourex managed to get the pack in some sort of circle and got the hares to explain the run. Snappy might have well
spoken in Chinese as he explained the walkers run and the runners run-don't think anyone got it! Tinker shot off leading
the runners with Peewee, Screw , Optus following. Up Gympie Road and left into Tenth Avenue-a bit of a long hall to the
first regroup with runners stretched out--a short run to the Kedron Brook creek bikeway and some perving at the lovely
mummies doing their late afternoon strolls-Scruffy tried a line on one of them which of course failed!
It was then left around the football ground and onto Shaw Road before we exited off to a park where a female fitness
trainer was packing up her gear after a session-Craft decided he would try out some of the gear but it wasn't a good look.
Catgut tried looking for Hoof's hat which he left at one of the regroups and used it as an excuse the chat up the lovely
fitness trainer!
Still no walkers -we were meant to collide here.
Runners were down to 15 as we headed off to the third regroup and Hoof's hat. Vaso and Anchovy and Multiple were
nowhere to be seen at RG number 3 -shortcutters!
A quick sprint home and still no walkers and no beer! 35 minute run!
It wasn't too long before Fnut arrived and the beer was supplied.
Fourex got the circle together and Screw , the Indian monk got the nominations going. Scruffy for abandoning his fellow
queenslanders as an SES volunteer and having fun at a hash run, JC for doing the same and abandoning his marine
rescue duties to sample Snappys chinese, Snap for organising drinks on Friday night and not turning up AGAIN, and
finally Pushup for selling his furniture on Ebay, not putting a price on and having to reimburse a West Australian customer
for his travel costs to pick up what he thought was FREE furniture.
Pushup got SOTW handsdown!
Can't comment on Chinese food as a group of hashmen including Scribe ventured to the celubrious Edinburgh Castle
Hotel for a beer.
Run score-7 (bit short)
Circle -8
Onon-pass

